
NATURAL MATERIALS AND
LOADS OF TEXTURE WEAVE
WITH NEUTRAL TONES
TO CREATE AN INDOOR-
OUTDOOR VIBE IN THIS
COMFORTABLE AND FAMILY
FRIENDLY HOME. Continued on page 22

MODERN 
FARMHOUSE

elegant
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A sturdy but stylish 
sliding ladder to upper 
cabinets fulfilled 
Charmaine’s wish for 
extra storage in the 
award-winning kitchen. 
With comfortable 
seating at the 
oversize island, it’s 
truly the heart of the 
Grahams’ home.
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PPart of the beauty of Charmaine and Jim 
Graham’s classic French Country acreage 
estate lies in discovering it. It’s tucked 
away, just outside of Komoka, on 50 acres 
overlooking a calm and tranquil pond 
brimming with wildlife.

“We absolutely love it here,” says 
Charmaine as she gestures towards the 
peaceful water vistas framed by the series of 
floor-to-ceiling picture windows that line 
the entire rear wall of the main floor of the 
bungalow-style home. “It’s so Zen, the design 
really allows the nature to pop, so much so 
that we never want to leave it.” 

The couple built the home from scratch 
almost 20 years ago on a parcel of land that Jim 
had purchased in his early 20s.

ABOVE: The pool area and perennial gardens banked by a stone retaining wall have replaced what the 
owner described as a “mud pile” on the original property. BELOW LEFT: A handy outdoor shower was 
recently installed in the pool area. BELOW RIGHT: The pool house is also a fun retreat for the Graham 
kids and their friends. OPPOSITE: The stone fireplace surround (Country Rubble by Eldorado) and wood 
beams (Riverside Millwork Group) add rustic beauty to the living area. New custom furniture was made 
by Schueneman’s. Axel San Diego is one of the family’s two dogs. Sacwal Flooring Centres provided the 
geometric-patterned rug.

REMOVING ODDLY ANGLED
WALLS TRANSFORMED THE
HALL AND LIVING AREA. 

The house overlooks a pond that’s big 
enough for boating.

Continued on page 24
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“We scrimped and saved every dime for 
five years. There was nothing on the property, 
no trees, and where the house is now was 
essentially a mud pile,” recalls Charmaine.

The original home had great bones and 
a stunning exterior. The interior spaces, 
however, were more utilitarian.

“The kitchen was about a quarter of 
the size that it is now and we had these 
diagonal walls, which were cool at the time,” 
says Charmaine.

 The original floor plan worked well for the 
couple, but as their family grew – they now 
have two teens, Mac, 14 and Maddy, 12, plus 
two, four-legged German shepherd chums – a 

refresh was in order. 
So three years ago, the fun began: the 

interior spaces were restructured, creating an 
open-concept design and an award-winning 
kitchen (Best Kitchen Cabinetry, London 
Home Builders’ Association Awards), along 
with a pretty master retreat.

To assist with the project, the couple 
brought on Erika Friesen of Erika 
Friesen Design, along with contractor 
VanderMolen Homes Inc.

Charmaine had a clear idea of what she 
wanted – essentially a family-friendly home, 
one that was relaxed and warm, where things 
could get nicked and scratched and the dogs 

OVERLOOKING THE
NATURAL LANDSCAPE,
THE SUNNY DINING
AREA IS A FAVOURITE
GATHERING PLACE.

could pad around everywhere.
Lots of storage was also key and her 

must-have list for the kitchen was ample – a 
fabulous gas range, a huge island, an oversize 
side-by-side upright fridge and freezer, hidden 
charging stations and two dishwashers. Erika 
found a great selection of sleek chef’s grade 
appliances at London Major Appliances.

“I hate it when food gets lost in the fridge. 
I need to see it organized and I don’t like dirty 
dishes in the sink, hence two dishwashers,” 
Charmaine says with a laugh. 

Charmaine wanted the kitchen to truly 
be the heart of the home, a place where her 
children gathered for after-school snacks 
while doing their homework, where friends 
and family clustered to enjoy the home’s warm 

ambience, fantastic views and, of course, 
Charmaine’s exceptional cooking.

“I knew I wanted a black slate floor and a 
white distressed kitchen,” adds Charmaine, 
who has an excellent eye for design. She is an 
avid photographer and artist.

Charmaine walked through the home 
with Erika, pointing out what she liked and 
what she didn’t and sharing her inspirational 
design clippings.

Four weeks later, Erika arrived with a 
hand-drawn kitchen plan.

“I started to cry,” recalls Charmaine. “It was 
absolutely perfect.”

That was the beginning of a wonderfully 
synergistic relationship.

“From that initial design, she trusted 

TOP: Charmaine wanted a 
hint of Burberry in the finish of 
the main floor powder room 
cabinetry. LEFT AND ABOVE: 
Rustic touches like the dining 
room’s panelled ceiling, 
nature-inspired fixture and 
big harvest table complement 
the home’s country setting. 
Area rug from Sacwal 
Flooring Centres.

Continued on page 26

Distressed white 
cabinets pop 
against dramatic 
black slate floors. 
BELOW RIGHT: 
Kitchen clutter 
finds a home in a 
pantry kitted with 
ample drawers 
and shelving.
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me completely and really gave me full reign to bring the vision to 
life,” says Erika.

The main floor interior was essentially gutted, keeping the original 
footprint and bumping out the walls in the master bedroom to 
accommodate a long vanity, and in the kitchen to create an oversize 
pantry. The original diagonal walls were squared up and the central hall 
was widened to six feet, while the rear of the home became essentially 
a wall of glass.

“There was a fireplace in the middle of the plan just taking up 
space. So we moved it to the far wall to open up these gorgeous 12-foot 
ceilings. We added raw wood and beams on the ceiling (Riverside 
Millwork Group), so it draws your eye up and then added the walnut 
ladder, not only to emphasize the height but to allow access to the 
extra-tall cabinetry,” says Erika.

The distressed hand-glazed cabinetry, crafted by London’s GCW 
Custom Kitchens & Cabinetry Inc., is an artisanal work of art. 

“We really worked long and hard to give it that warm, rustic and 
weathered look. We wanted to make it look like it had been there for 20 
years,” says Erika.

The farmhouse sink, leathered Van Gogh quartzite countertop 
sourced from Granite by Design Ltd. and black industrial pendants 
by Shades of Light complete the look.

RIGHT: Wood, 
stone and slate 
make a statement 
in the main floor’s 
spacious hallway. 
FAR RIGHT: Rustic 
features continue 
in the master suite 
where beamed 
vaulted ceilings 
add beauty and 
a sense of space. 
BELOW: Double 
doors (Riverside 
Millwork Group) 
frame the entrance 
to the spa-like 
master bathroom. 

Continued on page 28
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The fireplace surround, fashioned from oxidized raw metal 
and stone, now takes centre stage in the open-concept great 
room that extends from the kitchen. 

But it’s the master bathroom where some of the prettiest 
design features can be found. Here layers of texture, sheen 
and shape meld into eye candy – a curved wall swathed 
in small pebbles sets the backdrop for the sculptural Issa 
freestanding tub by Zitta Inc. The curved wall also acts as 
the gateway to the shower, which sports a floor-to-ceiling 
window. The exquisite fixtures, from the Aquabrass tub 
filler to the Riobel shower and faucet were sourced from 
London Bath Centre.

“We could only do that in the country,” says Erika, with a 
laugh about the window.

The lower level, which walks out to the pool and the pond 
and where the kids have their rooms, was not intended to be 
part of the renovation. But a burst pipe last year changed all of 
that. Once again Erika worked her magic, rejigging the space 
and adding a gorgeous contemporary entertainment unit 
across one wall (with a secret door to a play room), crafted by 
Martin Jesko Custom Cabinetry. ADCO Contracting 
& Civil Engineering took the vision, which also included a 
rework of the theatre room and a bathroom expansion, from 
concept to completion. 

“Now there isn’t a space in this entire home that isn’t 
used,” says Charmaine.  OH

TOP: Following a nasty flood last year, the lower level got a do-over by ADCO 
Contracting & Civil Engineering, including new built-ins (Martin Jesko Custom 
Cabinetry) and cosy area rug from Sacwal Flooring Centres. ABOVE: Both 
Graham children got spacious new bedrooms. Sleek and white, Maddy’s room 
enjoys pops of a favourite colour. 

519-860-9204
calerbarnes@gmail.com

blastingandcoatings.com

Transform your surfaces with a durable epoxy coating

Perfect for garage floors, basements, countertops 
and any floor space in your home or business!

Transform virtually any surface – concrete, tile, wood,  
laminate, Formica, VTC, Corian – into something  

new, unique & strikingly beautiful.  

Designer kitchen countertops much cheaper  
than granite or quartz.

Extremely durable, scratch resistant  
and easy to clean. 

epoxy
floors &

countertops

Schedule your  
free estimate  

& design  
consultation
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